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The majestic American Bald Eagle

High in the tree above the beautiful home of Neil
and Marlene Schumacher reside two American Bald
Eagles!
Actually Neil and Marlene had a wood carver come
and carve the eagles in an old tree that had died.
Neil then brought in a high lift and painted the birds.
An impressive site!
Their home is on the west edge of Gary, so as you
are cruising in that area, be sure to look up and spot the
Eagles.
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Mable Hunt

(May 25, 1921 - August 28, 2012)

Mable Hunt, age 91, of Gary, SD
died Tuesday, August 28, 2012 at the
Hendricks Nursing Home, Hendricks,
MN.
Funeral service will be 10:30 a.m.
Monday, September 3, 2012 at First Evangelical
Lutheran Church, Gary, SD with burial in the
Grandview Cemetery, Gary.
Mable Helena Anna Hunt was born on May 25,
1921 to Fred and Alice (Paulson) Musch in the family home near Moritz, SD. She baptized on June 21,
1922 at St. John’s Lutheran Church in Altamont, SD
and confirmed in November1937 First Evangelical
Lutheran Church, Gary, SD . Mable attended school
District #33 at Moritz, SD.
She was united in marriage to Marvin Hunt on
March 28, 1941 at the Lutheran Parsonage in
Canby. The couple then lived and farmed near
Moritz where she worked on the farm milking cows,
thrashing grain and running horse bucker. In 1986
they purchased a home in Gary but spent part time
on the farm until selling the farm in 1993 Marvin
passed away on January 28, 2007 and Mable remained in Gary until entering the Hendricks Nursing Home in 2009.
Hunt was a member of First Evangelical Lutheran Church in Gary. where she was active in the
Ladies Aid. She was also a member of the Gary Historical Association. She loved taking care of her
children, grandchildren, and great grandchildren and
was known for giving her grandchildren Ho-Ho’s™
when they came to see her.
She survived by three sons: Darold (Mary) Hunt,
Gary, SD, Darwin (Delores) Hunt, Gary, SD and
David (Brenda) Hunt Sergeant Bluff, IA; nine
grandchildren: Lori (Gary) Greckel, Steve Hunt
(friend Audra), Michael (Katie) Hunt, DeLora
(Rollard) Wiese, Dean (Connie) Hunt, Denise
(Mark) Brown, Jennifer (Todd) McCabe, Jodi
(Mike) Goldschmidt and Chad Hunt (friend Stacey);
20 great grandchildren: Alysa Greckel, Jacoby Jamison and Cassidy Hunt, Logan and Bailey Hunt,
Luke, Isaac and Aunnah Wiese, McKenzie, Marlee
and Max Hunt, Landen, Tyler, Haley and Trenten
Brown, Anne, Jack and Jenna McCabe and Mitchell
Goldschmidt; and sister-in-law Judy Lanoue.
She was preceded in death by her husband, parents, infant son Marvin Hunt Jr., granddaughter,
Sherry Hunt-Miller and one sister Marie Wiese.
Visitation will be Sunday 5 – 7 p.m. with a 7
p.m. prayer service at First Evangelical Lutheran
Church, Gary. The Houseman Funeral Home in
Clear Lake, SD is entrusted with the arrangements.
Blessed be her memory.

Howard W. Meyen
(August 4, 1947 - August 28, 2012)

Howard Meyen, age 65, of Gary, SD died Tuesday, August 28, 2012 at his home in Gary.
A Graveside service will be held Friday, August 31st at 3:00 p.m. in the Grandview Cemetery, Gary, SD. Father Bob Vinslauski will officiate.
The Houseman Funeral Home in Clear Lake,
SD is entrusted with the arrangements.

There is still time and the weather makes for an enjoyable weekend of camping at Buffalo Ridge. The
kids will love the time spent and the chance to investigate the different trails in the trees that are in
the background. The tepee’s are rentable, or bring
in your own campers or tents. Give the family a
relaxing, peaceful bonding time to make wonderful
memories that will last a lifetime. Your children
don’t need you to spend a lot of money, they just
want you to spend time with them, Why not make
Buffalo Ridge a family experience?

*How come it takes so little time for a child who is
afraid of the dark to become a teenager who wants
to stay out all night?
*A good time to keep your mouth shut is when
you're in deep water.
*Life isn't tied with a bow...but it's still a gift.
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S ep t em b e r 11, 20 0 1
They said it
could never
happen
here...

BUT
IT
DID. . .
We can’t
allow it to
happen
again.
Hint 1: Game controllers are loaded
with germs. Germs build up fast on
those handheld controllers. To clean
use a disinfecting wipe to clean the
surface and a cotton swab dipped in
rubbing alcohol to remove dirt from
the crevices around the buttons.
Hint 2: Smelly hands from cooking...garlic, onions and fish can leave
a strong smell on your hands that
can't always be removed with soap
and hot water. To get rid of stubborn
odors, apply mouthwash to your
hands using a cotton ball, let dry,
then rinse. The oxidizers and zinc in
the mouthwash neutralize the sulfur
compounds that cause the strong
smells.
An early day strip mall. The Bartels building had a hardware store on the bottom to the left, a clinic and hospital above; then a stairs in the middle. To the right the second story was the Prom Theater, and below it was a
liquor store and creamery. They say that the Prom theater, which also held dances, was made to move "with the
beat". Folks still say that if you were in the liquor store you would see the light fixtures swaying "to the beat" and
the bottles on the bar would "chatter".
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Gary Public Library Hosts Free Online Resources Workshop
Gary Public Library is hosting “Pushing Out the Walls: Expanding Resources for Your Community,” a hands-on introduction to the statewide electronic resources provided by the South Dakota
State Library. The free workshop will take place Friday, September 14 from 8 a.m. to noon. Participants will explore each resource, learn how to use the resources and see how they expand your library’s collections.
Electronic resources provided free by the South Dakota State Library include practice exams and
courses, genealogy, online full-text magazines, an online encyclopedia suite and more.
The workshop is aimed at public library
staff and trustees. Others are welcome.
Register online at http://
www.surveymonkey.com/s/G37BBPC or
call the library at 272-5651.

The Gary Historical Assoc. is now in the process of filling their new building with the artifacts that they have had
in storage for the last two years. It takes a lot of planning on how to set everything up for the public to see. Ron
Stangeland, member of the Board of Directors and Carolynn Weber, member, will be in charge of getting this
done for us.
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JOHN STANLEY
Excerpt from an Autobiography of Mr. John Stanley
The following is a contribution from Diane Bartels Doyle. This information was given to her from the grandson of
John Stanley. Mr. Stanley was the editor of the Gary Inter State in the time frame of 1883. [Continuation from
May issue].

Hail Storm Destroys Crop

By this time we had about 75 acres ready to plant. Occasional snow and later rains had put the ground in fine
condition for planting and all crops came forward marvelously. By August our 50-acre wheat field promised a
wonderful harvest. It was a beautiful August afternoon that father had us boys get the binder out ready to cut the
crop. After all was in readiness to go the sun was considerably passed the meridian and it was decided to wait
and begin the harvest fresh and early next morning. Soon after making that decision dark clouds began gathering in the east then raindrops fell, coming down thicker, heavier; suddenly a devastating hailstorm was covering
the land as far as the eye could reach. After ten or fifteen minutes of that terrible pounding hail, just as suddenly
as it started there was a lull and we started out to investigate the damage. The wind shifted and the storm came
back, hailing harder, if possible, than before. It roared, fiercely pounding the fields of grain into a flattened mass
of straw. It was a shocking, sickening experience-to have our seasons labor all lost in a few minutes, that wonderfully promising crop destroyed when the family was so desperately in need of the proceeds. The prospects
seemed hopeless, but many clouds have a silver lining, and within a few days the straws of grain began to
straighten up and sufficient heads of wheat showed themselves to encourage us to bring the mower into use.
The wheat field was cut (exceedingly close to the ground) raked and threshed, and to our delight yielded ten
bushels to the acre (leaving the other possibly forty bushels scattered over the ground.)
The framework of a large shed was built with heavy posts sunk in the ground, the roof being made of poles
and tree limbs, while around and over the structure an immense amount of straw was stacked-that being saved
from threshing the hailed-out wheat field, making it a wonderfully comfortable place in the winter for the cows
and horses, even though there could be no windows for light.

Blizzardy Winters
We had been told of occasional blizzards in winter and were therefore prepared for the worst. Brother Will
and I had taken a load of wheat to a custom flour mill located at Goodwin, further west about thirty miles, which
was propelled by a huge windmill-certainly an ingenious novelty for running the machinery of a 25-barrel a day
flouring mill. There was usually dependable wind to spare in that prairie region. It was a long days drive, but being a sunny autumn day, with but little air stirring, we greatly enjoyed the new traveling experience, reaching our
destination before dark. The mill was not difficult to find, for there it stood by itself upon the prairie just outside of
the small town, the great wings of the wings spreading out to the full size of the building. A little, old, one-armed
man, the sole proprietor, miller and business head of the place, aided in unloading our grain, casually informing
us that we would have to take our regular turn in having our grist ground and that there were three or four grists
ahead of ours; that there had been no wind for a couple of days and that the chances did not look good for our
getting away with our flour very soon. He assured us, however, that ordinarily at that season of the year wind
was not lacking to keep the grists taken care of. We had not come prepared for lingering more than a day, so
that arranging for our lodging and board, and caring for the team, until the wind might blow was likely to cause
us some financial embarrassment. The miller evidently detected that we boys were worried, for he kindly informed us that we were welcome to occupy the floor of the office for sleeping purposes. The blankets and buffalo robe, which we brought for protection in the event of a cold storm over taking us in our travel, came in for
good use. Two other waiting customers were sharing the floor space, having al ready spent one night there.
They were sleepy and tired enough to soon become embraced in the arms of Morpheus, while Will and I were
endeavoring to adjust our bodies to the floor. About the time we forgot all about our dilemma the other floorfellows aroused us by their angry discussions about the intense quietness that prevailed and the hopelessness
of getting their grists very soon. We survived the night, were greeted by another delightful, windless, sunny September morn. We scrimped on our meals at the only restaurant in town. The day was spent in strolling about,
and visiting with the happy miller, who apparently was sympathetic with us young "kids", as he termed us. He
expressed his belief that there would be some wind before the next morning-the gathering of a few floating
clouds indicating it. We all retired for another night (on the floor) quite ready for some sleep, and it was not long
before our worries were forgotten. Late in the night we were all suddenly aroused by a loud rumbling, and were
not long in realizing the situation and got out into the mill where the old miller, with a broad grin on his face was
busy sacking grists. The wind was blowing a gale-the only time that I recall of being delighted with a howling
wind. It was running the machinery in a steady, powerful manner. By day light our grist was ready and loaded,
and we drove home, not complaining about the windstorm. We planned that we had sufficient flour, shorts and
bran for at least the winter's supply for the family - not anticipating six months of violent winter weather, with
much snow and blizzards.

"Hard Winter of '80 and '81"
It was a glorious autumn season and we had the farm work well advanced, when on October 15th (1880), an
other date that is unforgettable, a drizzling rain was most acceptable to everybody. That evening, just as darkness was settling over the scene, our elder sister, Angela, and her husband, (she having been married in June
of that year to William H. Donaldson, a land locator and real estate salesman), arrived to spend the night. There
was no place to shelter their buggy and it was left outside. A new, long whip was left in its place in the buggy, its
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tip reaching several feet above the ground. It was a pleasant evening within that farm home, with the children allpresent again and with the welcome rain pattering on the roof and against the windows. Next morning a different
scene covered the landscape, the rain having changed to wet snow, and the wind blowing terrifically-we were
experiencing our first blizzard. So fierce was the storm of wind and snow that not a thing was 'visible outside.
The chores were not done as usual before breakfast. Fortunately our new brother-in-law was a native of the prairies of Minnesota, and was familiar with blizzards. When I was preparing to make an attempt to go to the stable
to look after the stock he warned me against going out without tying a rope (clothesline) about my waist, with
someone in the house to look after the other end of the line, so that in the event I failed to and at the stable I
might be directed by the line hack to the house. I had the confidence of youth and really thought it was ridiculous
to intimate that I couldn't run to the stable in a direct line, not over 100 feet eastward. However, following his advice, I permitted him to rope me and I made the run, but instead of reaching the stable I bumped against the familiar hitching post that was directly south of the house about 75 feet. I had not fully straightened out the clothesline, but realized I had gone wrong. I then made my way directly to the house without trouble. Undaunted, I made
another effort and suddenly dropped several feet, finding myself (feeling rather than seeing) between a snow
bank and the stable-the wind having created an eddy that kept the snow from banking solidly against the stable.
Fortunately the stable door was close by and I was able to enter. The season's hay had been stacked outside
only a few feet from the door, but the drifted snow had entirely covered it. Consequently the stock had to subsist
on the straw (there being more than enough for all winter) with which the pole shed had been covered and surrounded. The shed was attached to the board stable and provided a good, large run-way for all the stock, they
being loose therein, but had temporarily to do without water, the blizzard continuing all day and far into the night
with no letup in its fury. Finding the stock all getting along nicely I returned to the house without difficulty. Next
morning dawned bright, clear and still. It was a strange, beautiful sight-far as the eye could reach the whole landscape seemed a level blanket of snow, every depression and ravine being filled-a strange new world, sparkling
in the sunlight. The tip of that long buggy whip was the only evidence as to where the buggy stood - the snow
having drifted around and entirely over the buggy.
The weather was not very cold, and most fortunate it was that the blizzard started late in the night when people were mostly at home, resulting in no loss of life although such a storm, so early in the fall, was unusual. The
weather continued mild and pleasant for a few weeks, but that great body of snow, from two to four feet generally, and far deeper in lower places, scarcely melted. It was several days be fore anyone attempted to travel the
temporary roads (which at that time because of the snow were mere trails) winding around and on top of the rolling hills, along the way of least resistance. There seemed to be slight chance for the snow to settle and improve
the highway travel. Neighbors, separated by from two to more miles, finally managed to confer and planned to
walk to town together, (two miles from our place and more for the others). Several of us started one morning,
following the tops of the range of Coteaux (Indian name for hills) as best we could, where the snow had been
blown off somewhat, but the shallowest was fully two feet deep. It was a hard, plodding journey of three or four
hours. In that little burg of Gary I found that through the advice and knowledge of the village blacksmith, GunderInlagen, a splendid Norwegian, many people were merrily moving about on skis. Being impressed with that
mode of travel under such conditions, I had a pair of skis made by my good friend the blacksmith and tried them
out that afternoon and managed to navigate pretty well I thought-after taking several tumbles by letting my skis
cross each other, trying to run in different directions. Next morning early I gathered my sack of groceries, a bundle of about 35 pounds, and thought it would make the carrying easier by having it tied on my back, leaving my
hands free. There was a slight incline going out of town, which in my practice I had not attempted to negotiate,
and with such a weight on the back of a novice on skis it can be imagined the plight I was in trying to go uphillslipping back with each stride almost as far as advancing, (maybe more sometimes) and my skis determined to
cross each other at almost every move, throwing me with my bundle in a heap. I found that there were many inclines, as well as declines, on route home. Soon I found that I was about exhausted, but couldn't remove the
bundle from my back for a rest. Thus forced to lie down anyway I discovered that the bundle made a very good
pillow. Even though thus handicapped and at the same time trying to learn skiing, I managed to reach home in
fairly good time-very well satisfied that I had conquered sluing, which became an enjoyable sport, covering distance swiftly.
That storm had blocked the only railroad in that part of Dakota, and it was the latter part of November before
the tracks were cleared and a train reached town. Some necessities had become depleted-merchants not anticipating further blizzards of that type so early in the season. After about a week with regular train service another
big snowstorm came, then another, and another, all winter blocking all railroad traffic for about six months, until
April 1881.
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"Shirley would like to thank all the wonderful people that
supported her in the last 8 years. She hopes that all will
continue to support the new owners." Pictured above is
Jeanie, Jennifer and Lynn Pederson and Shirley Dene-

340 plus bikes running August 18,
2012 on a poker run: RIDE TO REMEMBER
Lisa Asmussen Seefeld reported to us that this was the 11th
Annual Minneota Memorial Run - the t-shirt this year was bright
orange and the front of it said RIDE TO REMEMBER... The
donations this year go to Buffalo Ridge Chapter of ABATE
for promoting motorcycle safety awareness. The ride is in memorial for loved ones lost in either a motorcycle or automobile accidents...
https://www.facebook.com/pages/GaryHistorical-Association/77244816036
If you are on Facebook and would like to go to
our page just click the link above.
Thanks for liking us.
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By Buck Asher
The first day of school was always an exciting and unforgettable
time of the year. In Gary during the
earlier years school always began
on Labor Day. How different were
first days of school in the earlier
days! I can remember many pleasant memories of them. After a long
summer of vacation the thought of
again being confined in school was
somewhat dreaded but yet a happy
event.
On opening day it was necessary
to get to school early as possible.
We would be dressed in our finest
new apparel and make early appearance. The first arrivals would
have their choice of desks. This
was before seating was alphabetically arranged. Good friends always sat near each other. This type
of seating was permitted if pupils
did not whisper, pass notes or cause
any disturbance. It was always a
disgrace to be moved to a front seat
where a teacher could better check
on behavior.
Before the opening of school supplies and new school clothes had to be bought. There were pleasant shopping
trips to Watertown or other places. Many of our shirts, dresses, and other clothing were made by out mothers. We
did not have the great variety of styles or amount of clothing needed today. We were happy to have a few sets of
school clothes which had to be changed to every day wear immediately after school. School clothing was made of
good sturdy materials which wore like iron and came in sensible darker colors. One or two pairs of shoes lasted
the entire year. We never were unhappy with our clothing, everyone wore similar dress.
It was always fun to buy new tablets, pencils, Crayolas™, notebooks, and sometimes had a special treat, a pencil box. These were usually made of light wood painted with pretty designs of different kinds. Inside were compartments for our pencils, crayons and other treasures. It’s a wonder to me how the teacher kept her sanity from
hearing the horrible racket made when they accidentally fell on the floor and spilled their contents. Pencils came
in many colors and styles. This was before the invention of ball points. Ink, black, blue or purple could be had in
small bottles. How many remember the dip pens and fountain pens? What a mess when a bottle of ink was
spilled! Many a favorite dress or shirt was ruined by getting them spotted with the ink which was impossible to
wash out. I especially remember the appealing pictures which came on the covers of pencil tablets which cost a
nickel. Theme tablets of smooth white paper suitable for pen and ink writing cost a dime. Perhaps you can recall
many other items that were used in daily school routines. Not much was accomplished on that first day. New
books were given out, classes were scheduled, old acquaintances were renewed and new arrivals were met. Any
new teachers were evaluated and discussed. School was dismissed about 10:30 O’clock and we were free until
9:00 O’clock the next morning.
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Now, for some of you this story is a repeat. If you've seen
Grace (pictured) in the gas station, the grocery store, the
post office or if you've stopped out at the farm to buy a tomato, you've heard it already. It's a good one, and she
claims she's a cow hero, so here it is, one more time...
Our daughter Kara and I were up testing grapes for the
buyer as well as doing some picking from what the cow
birds had missed (last year we were told that birds were
color blind and not to worry about our white grapes. Apparently they got contacts or had a optometrist visit, because
they cleaned out 70% the whites in three days.) Argh!
Grace and her little sister were riding their bikes around
the cattle pens and raced up to where we were at.
"MOM! There's a cow in the west pen having a baby!"
What? I thought to myself? That pen is all steers. We have taught the kids to come tell us when there is
something out of the ordinary so I thought I better check on it.
We all load up in the big wheeler and head down to see a steer on it's side, severely bloated, and...
Big D. not. around.
Dang it! BTW, Big D could be here 6 months straight and things would go so smoothly, the minute he
leaves, I seriously think the critters plot against me. That day he was putting in a kitchen in town.
I crawled over the gate as fast as a 8 month pregnant 38 year old could go and went to size up the situation.
NOT GOOD.
By this time, he had banged his head against the ground so many times that his eye had swelled shut. I
tried to get him up myself and that wasn't working. I called Ron and told him, then found one of my wonderful neighbors on his tractor and convinced him that he needed to come with me. After all, I only needed
him for "10 minutes" ...LOL!
After trying to shove a hose down his throat unsuccessfully to try and get the gas out, I called the vet and
thought maybe we could stick him (with a knife) as long as we knew the exact area to do it in. You have to
be pretty precise.
Just then, Ron pulled up, got the bobcat and helped the steer to his feet with the bucket. You could tell
that the bovine felt better already just by being on his feet. Then the vet showed up and used the coolest
tool ever.
See that red circle on it's back? That is to keep it from
bloating. The vet uses that to keep the bloated stomach
open then as the stomach heals, the cork screw works itself
out. Isn't veterinary medicine fascinating? Well, it is to me.
Later that evening Big D and I went to a baseball fundraiser
where we sat with a married couple who live down the
road from us. He showed me how to do it with an IV needle
if I'm ever in that situation again and alone. Very cool.
So, if you see Grace out and about ask her about her
heroism...she'll look at you with those serious blue eyes of
hers and tell you, "Yep, I saved it's life. You know, it's always important to look through the cows and see if you see
anything strange. If you do, you gotta tell your mom or
dad."
Sincerely,
I think my kids rock, Fairchild Farmgirl.
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Lake Cochrane Church
In 1880 church services were first held in a school house on the hill
south of the Cochrane house with a
Presbyterian minister driving out for services every other Sunday afternoon. Mrs. B. J. Cochrane was instrumental in securing a minister
and getting a Sunday School started early in her marriage, about 1889.
The Lake Cochrane Church was included in the Gary Methodist
circuit in 1900, instead of being served by Presbyterian ministers from
Gary or Canby, MN. At this time services were also held on alternate
Sunday afternoons, as the same minister served the Antelope Valley
Church.
In 1906 the church was built on a hill southwest of the Cochrane
Homestead House. The Sunday School was again organized with R. B.
Cochrane as superintendent, J. Carton, assistant, J. Carton, Bible class
teacher, Mrs. R. B. Cochrane, young people’s teacher, and Mrs. A
Barlow as infant class teacher.
With the advent of cars, the attendance dwindled, though services
were still held into the early 20’s with ministers from the Gary Methodist and Presbyterian churches serving. Eventually the building was
sold and moved to Canby.
Mrs. Evadna Cochrane Burba

Gary’s Brick Yard
From the Gary Interstate, August 30, 1901:
Gary Clay Beds are the Best in the West. The new brick yard at Gary turns out a superior
quality of fine red material.
As predicted by all who know anything about the manufacture of brick the kiln just burned
on the J.V. Wells place, proved to be the finest brick ever turned out in this section of the
West, and much superior in quality and color to any that have been shipped in . The success of
this kiln proves the prediction which we made early in the spring through our columns, that
Gary will ultimately be the great clay center of the West. Arrangements have already been
perfected for the introduction of a permanent outfit and remainder of the season this will be
the scene of unusual activity to full orders which are coming in from out of town. We do not desire to artogate unto
ourselves any undue praise for having discovered this immense bed of clay over which many others have prospected
and failed to run onto, almost within a stones throw of the
railroad track but we do desire to call attention to the fact
that the outlook for Gary from a manufacturing standpoint
has been greatly brightened by this find. Heretofore thousands of dollars every years have been sent out o f the state
for brick, which in many cases were of an inferior kind and
in no case have they been superior to our own make. It behooves the businessmen of Gary to patronize these institutions and speak a good word for them whenever within
their power. Every man employed means dollars in trade.
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